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The goal of any display advertising campaign is to

reach the target audience with the ad. The

transparency of this occurring is becoming more

apparent as two of the most discussed topics in

display advertising today are fraudulent ad traffic

and the viewability of ads.

Fraudulent advertising behaviors are becoming

more prevalent, costing advertisers millions of

dollars a month in wasted ad impressions and

clicks. The severity of the fraudulent ad traffic

problem varies by source, ranging from an average

of 9.5% - 14% according to the Interactive

Advertising Bureau (IAB), and as high as 23% on

video ads, according to a recent study conducted

by the Association of National Advertisers (ANA)

and ad fraud solutions provider White Ops.

If an ad is not plagued by fraudulent traffic, the

next concern is ensuring it is viewed, building

awareness of the message and brand. Industry

standards have placed current viewability

benchmarks between 44% - 46%.

This being said, it is important to note that

publishers, agencies, marketers, and media buyers

monitoring their digital campaigns have options

for identifying and minimizing instances

of high-risk impressions through the use of ad

verification services. Ad verification services

originated with the need to protect brands from

inappropriate placements, and are now extending

to ensure quality impressions as well.
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“100% in-target 
delivery and 100% in-
view delivery isn’t 

feasible.”

WHITEPAPER

What is Ad Verification?

Ad verification is designed to ensure that every

ad impression is a quality impression, every

impression is compliant and is served and

displayed as intended and purchased. Ad

verification is a service that offers technology

to ensure that ads appear on planned sites and

reach the targeted audience. Publishers,

agencies and marketers use ad verification

technology to validate the delivery of display

ads and ensure brand safety.
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There are four primary areas that verification

companies serve: Fraudulent Traffic,

Viewability, Geotargeting, and Placement. We

will define these below, examining some of the

most commonly known impression

discrepancies that are of concern to digital

marketers.

Fraudulent Activity

Millions of dollars are being lost by advertisers

every day due to the growing problem of

fraudulent digital activity. Impressions are

being served that are never seen by the

intended end user and clicks are registering and

being paid for that do not result in site visits or

anticipated actions. In addition, the time and

money it costs to identify fraudulent activity

and attempt to eliminate it is costing clients

and publishers alike. As the proliferation of

fraudulent activity continues, ad verification

suppliers are devising automated ways to

identify and report on suspicious activity.

Human or Non-Human 

Impression Fraud

Fraudulent click traffic and ad impression is an

issue that has been plaguing the digital

community since 2012. It can take multiple

forms as outlined following.

Types of Digital Media 
Discrepancies and Impression 
Fraud Activities

• Bot Generation: Botnet, one example of

fraudulent activity, is defined as artificial traffic

generated from thousands of infected zombie

PCs attempting to, among other things,

generate fraudulent advertising revenue

through click fraud and impression fraud.

A specific Botnet virus, dubbed “Chameleon,”

was reported to have infected approximately

120,000 PCs since 2012. The botnet fakes

around 9 billion ad impressions per month

leading to costly wasted impressions if

undetected. Chameleon is also able to deceive

systems that try to identify it, making it difficult

to both detect and address the fraud.

• AdWare: Toolbars and advertising software

that automatically inject unwanted ads into the

page, shifting and obscuring the publisher’s

content, and replacing ads already bought.

Almost all commercial antivirus software is

able to detect adware.

• Impression Laundering: Cases in which ads

appear to display on legitimate sites, but

through a complex number of re-directs are

‘laundered’ on to sites with high user traffic but

low brand interest (i.e. adult content, illegal

downloads).
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“The IAB guidelines 
define an ad as being 
‘in view’ if at least 50% 
of the ad is visible for at 
least one second.”

IAB

Hidden Ads

Hiding online ads, also known as ad stuffing, is

a common technique used by nefarious actors

to increase served impression counts by

serving them in conditions under which they

are not visible to the user. Sites participating in

this type of fraud utilize many methods of ad

serving manipulation including placing the ads

in tiny iframes (1 pixel wide and tall), creating

off-page HTML elements in which to serve ads,

or stacking ad creative behind content or other

advertisements.

Invalid clicks

Invalid clicks on display ads are something we

have dealt with over the past year and

unfortunately the verification companies

currently do not track. Click fraud occurs when

a program automatically runs on a server

clicking on ads on a particular site. It can also

be caused by a person working for the

publisher who clicks on the ads. The reason

could be for crawling and scraping content, for

quality assurance purposes, to artificially

inflate click-through rates or other reasons. In

such a scenario, while an advertiser

does not necessarily lose much money, it makes

the creative on that site appear to perform better

than reality, and may be optimized toward. Since

this is an area that verification companies do not

currently monitor, CMI/Compas will continue to

track this in-house.

Ad verification companies have been evolving

their technical capabilities to help marketers

better detect when impressions and clicks are

being generated from fraudulent activities, but as

technology advances, hackers also get smarter.

Viewable Impressions

(also known as Viewability)

Viewability is defined by whether the ad was

contained in the viewable space of the browser

window based on pre-established criteria such as

the percent of ad pixels and length of time the ad

is in the viewable space of the browser. The IAB

http://www.cmimedia.com/insights/povs/viewable-impressions
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guidelines define an ad as being “In-View” if at

least 50% of the ad is visible for at least one

second, however, in ad servers, an impression

counts the same whether it’s viewed for 30

seconds by the user or never seen at all. There is

a lot of variation in viewability statistics, not all

impressions are able to be measured for

viewability, and not all “non-viewed”

impressions are invaluable. However, the

industry is transitioning away from the click-

through rate (CTR) model of measuring the

success of a display campaign, and focusing

more so on achieving viewability.

measuring whether or not the intended audience

viewed the ad impression. Just because your ad

doesn’t load “above the fold” does not mean that

it is not a viewable impression. For example if the

content which your intended audience is most

interested in is at the bottom of a page then it

might be more impactful for your ad to fire below

the fold where the audience is spending more

quality time reading the content and the

surrounding ads.

As viewability metrics rise in importance,

comScore reminds us that there are a number of

truths that buyers and sellers must keep in mind

when evaluating their campaigns.

1. There’s no such thing as normal. Normal can

vary based on audience, vertical, etc.

2. 100% in-target delivery and 100% in-view

delivery isn’t feasible.

With this in mind, normative data can play a large

role in benchmarking performance and assessing

delivery of a campaign.

Outside of Geographic Areas; also

known as “Geotargeting”
Geotargeting refers to the serving (or non-

serving) of ads to users in specific geographic

locations, this can be outside of national and

international targeting or outside of designated

regions detailed in the media plan. Mapping

users’ IP addresses is the most widely used

method to assign geographic location to users.

This is one of the most common and basic

impression discrepancies that ad verification

technologies identify.

Now, with ad verification, advertisers have the

ability to calculate real reach numbers based on

actual viewing, to measure which buys are

providing the most value. To track viewability,

verification suppliers use ad tags that have the

capability to look outside of the iframe to assess

where the ad is on the page, and how long the

user was active on the browser page, therefore

determine viewability. Though this provides a

point of reference, it is not a complete measure

because viewability can also be determined by
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Content or Keyword Verification: Keyword

verification is used in specific campaigns looking

to ensure ultimate brand safety based upon the

content or specific inappropriate keywords

found within the content of the websites/pages

that the impression is being served. This

tracking is especially important in the

pharmaceutical space where there are many

restrictions about where and near what an ad

can be featured and where failure to have this

level of protection can result in costly fines for

the pharmaceutical brand/company. Many ad

verification suppliers, and some ad servers, will

also create content categories upon which you

can request your ad not be served. Examples of

such categories include Adult Material,

Suggestive, Disaster, Copyright Infringement,

Weapons, Violence, and Hate/Profanity.

By blocking one’s ad in areas deemed unsafe,

brands are assured that their ads will not run

near unapproved or undesirable content.

“With the volume and types of 

impression fraud on the rise it 

is increasingly important that 

media buyers are 

protecting their clients. ”

In our pharmaceutical space it is important on

most campaigns to ensure that ad impressions

run only within the United States, so we employ

ad verification technology to monitor, catch, and

block impressions from being served to IP address

locations registered outside the United States

(OUS Impressions). It is expected to see less than

1% of ad impressions delivered to OUS IP

addresses. This is also measurable via an ad-

server.

Placement Verification

Placement verification covers a variety of

concerns to marketers. Ensuring one’s ads are

placed amongst relevant content, not within

inappropriate content; confirming there is

appropriate competitive ad separation, ads run

as frequently as defined: only one ad per page or

multiple ads per page if a roadblock, and if the

frequency capping as requested; and ads are

viewable by the user.

White List / Black List: White and Black lists are

sites and/or domains you can provide to an ad

verification supplier to ensure you are running

on the sites on which you contracted. A White

list being those sites on which you only want to

appear, and a Black list being a set of websites

upon which your ads should never appear.

comScore
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Competitive Ad Separation: In instances when

a brand’s contract specifies that it cannot

appear on the same page or section as its

competitor, ad verification can be used to help

prevent or block the creative from serving when

a known competitor is on the same page.

Frequency of Display (Ad Placement): There

are numerous placement specifications a brand

could contract for that some ad verification

companies can help ensure are met. Below are

a selection of ad placements which may be

verifiable:

Above/Below the Fold Placement: Reports on

whether the ad appears above or below the

fold.

• Double-Serving: Occurs when there is more

than one impression on a single page from the

same brand. For example a 300x250 and

728x90 of the same creative appear at the

same time.

• Road Blocks: Occurs when a brand reserves

multiple ad units, typically within a page or

section. An infraction would occur if only a

portion of those placements are executed.

• 100% Share of Voice: In cases where a brand

contracts to appear on 100% of a specific page

or section of a site and another brand’s ad

appears within the contracted area.

• Section/Channel targeting: A brand contracts

to run within a specific section of the site and

ads are served outside of that section.

The Importance of Ad Verification 

as Part of All Digital Media 

Campaigns 

• Frequency capping: A specific number of

impressions are contracted to appear per user

across a specific time frame, and the ad

delivery exceeds the cap which was

contracted.

With the volume and types of impression fraud

on the rise it is increasingly important that

media buyers protect their clients’ investments

by employing ad verification procedures and

technology. These methods help monitor,

analyze, and take action when there are

suspected or confirmed discrepancies. Ad

verification not only helps advertisers save

important budget dollars, but also keeps

publishers accountable to maintain transparent

practices with regard to how they achieve and

represent site traffic.

Now that we have outlined the various types of

fraud, the impact it has on our industry, and the

ways in which we can protect our campaigns

with ad verification services and technologies, it

is now important to communicate what

CMI/Compas is doing to ensure the best

support to our pharmaceutical clients.
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Next Steps for CMI/Compas Clients This enhanced technology will provide a

sophisticated, multi-layered approach to the

identification and eradication of fraudulent

traffic.

As we move into 2015 CMI/Compas is

implementing new clauses in contracts with

display partners specifically around both

payment terms on viewability on NHT. The exact

terms are still being determined, and will be

communicated to all clients in the coming

weeks. In addition, we are continually

committed to keeping an open, ongoing

dialogue with publishers to increase viewability

and decrease fraudulent activity, inappropriate

ad placement, and OUS inventory.

As part of our new terms and conditions, we are

taking into consideration IAB’s recently

published guidelines, summarized below.

In 2014 CMI/Compas took significant measures

to address the challenges of viewability,

placement verification, fraudulent activity, and

OUS inventory. After a full evaluation of ad

verification vendors CMI/Compas chose

comScore vCE as our preferred partner. It was a

standard practice in 2014 for all of the display

campaigns handled by CMI to partner with the

comScore technology. CMI/Compas worked

closely with a number of suppliers who

demonstrated higher than average NHT, and

began optimizing away from those sites and

placements that had lower viewability scores.

With the large amount of advertising

investment in online media, defrauders have a

lot of incentive to continue and, if found, to

devise other methodologies to avoid detection.

In addition, defrauders in the online media

space have networks for exchanging services

and information, and among them are people

who are extremely experienced and

knowledgeable. As new types of fraud will

emerge, existing forms of fraud (such as

botnets) remain difficult to identify, and botnet

operators are working on making non-human

traffic appear more human. In short, defrauders

will become prolific and better at evading

detection. In such an environment, the

verification companies will have to put the

appropriate resources toward the development

of their technologies and find the right talent to

do this. comScore recently acquired MdotLabs

to help the continued detection of NHT.

Industry next steps to increase 
viewabilty:

The IAB has recently released a paper entitled

“Year of Transition” in an effort to increase

viewability to benchmarks above 70% in 2015.

The paper calls for agencies, marketers, and

publishers to adhere to certain principles in

2015 to increase viewability:

• All billing should continue to be based on

measured and non-measured impressions

•Measured impressions be held to a 70%

viewability threshold
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• If a campaign does not achieve the 70%

viewability threshold for measured impressions,

publishers should be willing to make good with

additional viewable impressions until the

threshold is met

• All make-goods should be in the form of

additional viewable impressions

• Large ad formats (defined as 242,500 pixels or

over), a Viewable Impression is counted if 30% of

the pixels are viewable for a minimum of one

continuous second, as noted in the “MRC (Media

Rating Council) Viewable Ad Impression

Measurement Guidelines”

• All transactions between buyers and sellers

should use MRC accredited vendors only

• A buyer and a seller should agree on a single

measurement vendor ahead of time

• All transactions between buyers and sellers

should use MRC accredited vendors only

• A buyer and a seller should agree on a single

measurement vendor ahead of time

CMI/Compas is also joining forces with the

newly formed Trustworthy Accountability Group

(TAG). The American Association of Advertising

Agencies (4As), Association of National

Advertisers (ANA), and Interactive Advertising

Bureau (IAB) recently created a cross-industry

accountability program designed to fight ad

fraud, malware, and the piracy of intellectual

property while increasing market place

transparency. The purpose of the organization is

to create a more trustworthy supply chain, with

a focus on fighting criminal activity.

CMI/Compas will ensure that our clients have

the best possible protection through both a

partnership with an ad verification partner,

and the continued advancement of our own

internal technologies and detection services.

Michael Carrizal

Associate Director, Insights 

& Analytics 

Communications Media, Inc.
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Recent Sources: (or for more information):

http://www.iab.net/tag

http://www.iab.net/about_the_iab/recent_press_releases/press_release_archive/press_release/pr
-121614

http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/vCE-Audience-Viewability-Benchmarks-Reinforce-
Message-Normal-is-a-Relative-Term

http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/Keeping_Ahead_of_Non-
Human_Traffic_A_QA_with_Brian_Pugh

http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/Upping-the-Ante-on-NHT

http://www.adexchanger.com/online-advertising/the-book-of-fraud/

http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/240174/ad-viewability-verify-its-human-not-
fraud.html

http://think.storage.googleapis.com/docs/the-importance-of-being-seen_study.pdf

http://adage.com/article/digital/iab-100-viewability-digital-ads/296259/

http://www.wsj.com/articles/advertisers-pay-billions-for-bogus-web-traffic-1418101353

http://www.iab.net/tag
http://www.iab.net/about_the_iab/recent_press_releases/press_release_archive/press_release/pr-121614
http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/vCE-Audience-Viewability-Benchmarks-Reinforce-Message-Normal-is-a-Relative-Term
http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/Keeping_Ahead_of_Non-Human_Traffic_A_QA_with_Brian_Pugh
http://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/Upping-the-Ante-on-NHT
http://www.adexchanger.com/online-advertising/the-book-of-fraud/
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/240174/ad-viewability-verify-its-human-not-fraud.html
http://think.storage.googleapis.com/docs/the-importance-of-being-seen_study.pdf
http://adage.com/article/digital/iab-100-viewability-digital-ads/296259/
http://www.wsj.com/articles/advertisers-pay-billions-for-bogus-web-traffic-1418101353

